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SUMMARY OF MAJOR FINDINGS

WitOthet-oal of producinga comprehensive summary of the available
evidence related to the needs for media end materials for handicapped
learners, over 250 documents were compiled and-examined. The National
Needs Assessment staff at 'The National Center on Educational Media and
Materials for the Handicapped selected the 45 studies which provided
data related to the development, promotien, delivery and/or use of
:instructional materials for handicapped -children. All of the data
selected for discussion here was gathered with)n the last seven years;
earlier data was considered outdated and therefore of little use today.
.

f.

The most consistent finding reported in the studies reviewed was
Teachers consis'a need for media and materials of a particular format.
tently reported a need for instructional games and other manipulative
instructional, materials. A need for materials of this type wes reported
across a variety of handicapping conditions.
Instructional media and materials are mCst needed in programs for
Programs for the trainable mentally
the trainable mentally retarded.
retarded appear to have'needs for media and materials which exceed
.media and materials needs of other types of instructional programs.
Whenever the trainable mentally retarded category was identified as
a separate group, two things tended to occur. First, teachers of
the trainable mentally retarded identifipd their needs for materials
as ibm severe than did teachers of other handicapped students. Second,
meblArand materials needs.had a higher priority among the various
prpgrAm needs for the'trainable mentally retarded than for any other
handicapping condition.

:Studies attempting to identify thesubject matter or content
area's of greatest need showed.a.great deal of variability acros'S
In general., but. not consistently, a high need for materials
st4dies.
There appear to be
was evident in the content area of language arts.
if any, materials developed for tandicapped students that attempt
fevi
to.teach career awareness. Although a number of studies have'documented
thelack of such materials, relatively few studies have reported that
teachers of the handicapped perceived a high need for such materials.
In general, teachers of the handicapped did not report a high
need for additional equipment. For the most part, teachers reported
adequate access to a variety of equipment needed for use with existing
frMructional materials.
;'
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Training in the general use of media and materials and the use of
aDdiovisual equipment was reported as a low need by classroom teachers.
Ovrall, teachers' tra.ining needs were in other areas such as child
atseSsment and preparation of learning prescriptions for individual
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However-, when provided the opportunity, teachers reported
the most desired form,of training in thtlige of media and materials,
to be demonstrations and in-classroom consultant assistance in
use of specific instructional packages orsets of materials.
students.

Teachers most valued person-to-person contact as a ,technique for
obtaining information about existing materials., When prOvidecrthe
opportunity, teachers tended to identify existence of a%computer terminal
in thefr school building as a desirable source of 'information about
However, when computer search facilities
available or existing materials.
were available, teachers expressed dissatisfaction with obtaining information about materials not immediately available to them. Teachers
preferred to receive information only abput materials immediately available for use in their classrooms.
-

Teachers preferred to have immediate access (in their classroom
school
building) to media and materials used for instruction. Although
or
a large number of teachers make use of existing loan services, evidence
suggrests that the, majority of teachers using these services work within
a very small distance from the loaning library or materials center.
Although a number of reports indicated a general national dissatisfaction (
with the amount of use of available materials in Toaning 'libraries or
instructional materials centers, the evidence suggests that centers
which have been in operation for some time cannot expect to easily
.increase the percentage of teachers who borrow materials. In general,
the opportunity to borrow instructional materials is valued by-hose
who use the materials, but large numbers'oqteachers are not prone to
use materialS that are not, immediately available to them in their own
building or school district. Apparently, in order to use materials,
teachers feel they need to have free access whichis)defined as storage
In addition, there is some
in the classroom and/or school 'building.
evidence that teachers more often use instructional materials which
have, been demonstrated,in their own classroom or school building and
are less prone to use materials which they have not seen demonstrated.
)

-Teachers do not highly regard evaluative information about instructional media and materials. Although there is some evidence to suggest
that such information could have an impact upon the successful utilize-,
tion of materials in the classroom, teachers tended to rate evaluative
information about new or existing instructional packages to be of little
value or use to them.
P
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INTRODUCTION

This report represents a review of a large number of studies
which have attempted to assess the needs for medi4 and materials in
In preparing this review; an effort was
special education programs.
made to limit the focus to an identification of the needs that are
directly related to the Use of instructional media and materials in
special education programs. This report is limited to a summary of
the major conclusions presented in the reports reviewed. Readers
interested in more specific detail are referred to the reports refer.

enced.

*

The major conclusiOns of existing needs studies were organized
These four categories were suggested by the
into four categories.
workscope of the Area Learning Resource Center/National Center on
Educational Media and Materials for the HandicappethNetwork prepared
(1) needs
They are:
by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.
format
of
the
instructional'
for materialsin terms of the content and
materials, (2) needs for training in the use-of instructional media
and materials, (3).needs for information about existing media and'
materials, and (4) needs for methods and strategies of distributing
media and materials. These four - categories are not mutually excluglve;
some information presented is relevant to more than one category.

Nature of the Data Reviewed
The needs assessment studies reviewed in this document are quite
A small number were formal .4tudies and produced detailed
varied.
reports.- Other studies were much less formal and were frequently
included as part of records maintained by special education instructional materials centers or data reported within a study of broader
A few studies attempted to identify the needs within programs
scope.
in several states. However, most studies were limited to identification of the needs within one state or part'of one state such as a small
number of counties, one cdunty, or a city. A number of the reports
'reviewed herein focused on needs within particular geographic regions
such as,the state of Ohio and the Far Western Regions of the country.
All of the geographical regions of the United States are not represented
by the studies which were reviewed.
Wi-th very rare exception, the needs for instructional media and
materials were identified by teachers of the lindicapped. Using
teachers as the primary source for information about existing needs
fOr instructional media and materials seems logical but presents both
It may be argued that instructional
advantages and disadvantages.
media and materials help classroom teachers meet the learning needs
It is the classroom teachers who really have needs for
of students.

8
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instructional media and materials to assist
to the students. Although it may be- argued
for media'iffintaTeMiTS, most investigators
primary source for information on media and

them in meeting obligations
that students-have needs
chose teachers as the
material needs.

One disadvantage .to limiting the information source to classroom
teachers, is Ihe possibility that needs perceived by clasroom teachers
are not the same as needs perceived by other reference groups. Hershey
(1973), in a study of needs in the state of California, demonstrated
that.school;administrators reported the needs for media and materials
to be substantially less severe than did classroom teachers., Hershey
considered his finding as important since it was*the administrators who
most often had the responsibility for purchasing instructional materials
for use in classrooms.

An important consideration in limiting the identification of needs
to one source group is that perceived needs are dependent upon the
values and experiences of the respondents. A number of studies have
reported that teachers who have used services and materials tend to
rate those services and materials a$ more necessary than do teacher s1
Therefore, teachers who
who have not used the services or materials.
have used and have access to new materials or forms of materialls are
likel to perceive a need for those materials, whereas teachers who
hav not used or do not have access to such services or Raterials will
In the state of Wisconsin, foir example,
not identify them as needed.
(Smith,'1973) teachers who had experienced classroom demonstration of
new materials identified the need for such a service, whereas teachers
whp had not experienced the service rated the need to be substantially
Therefore, needs are often created. eachers, will seldom
lower.
express a need for a specific type of service or material until they
are aware of its existence and have seen and'used it in some exploratory
manner.

How Needs Were Identified
4

It must be emphasized that the needs assessment studies cited in
this document were conducted for a variety of purposes. The Information
reported by the various studies was seldom, if ever, directly comparable
in either the sway the questions were asked or their focus. Obviously,
the form of the question somewhat determines the nature of the response.
F,or example, consider the different responses which might be elicited
"In which content area do you have difficulty
by these two questions:
identifying or using instructional materials?" and "Do you have a need
for additional materials in content area X?" The response mode will
Some investigators asked
also influence the nature of the response.
Others requested
teachers merely to indicate a need with a yes/no check.
teachers to report the degree df need with a five orseven point rating
Other variations of response were
scale frbm high need to low need.
utilized.

6
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Another potential problem in the review and interpretation of
various studies 'relates to.the ranking or prioritization syttem used
Within each of "he studies.--Few studies made an-efforttoobtai-n
prioritization of observed needs. Most studies limited their report
to the percentage of teachers responding yes/no or the mean or median
,response to each question on a rating scale. Such data can often lead
to misinterpretation of priorities. For example, the teacher who
perceives a relatively low need for materials in mathematics and a
very high need for materials in career education would respond "yes"
Even when. teachers are provided the
to questions on both subjects.
opportunity to indicate need through a rating scale, a group of needs
which receive approximately the same rating can have quite different
For example, teachers can haVe a high need for both
priorities.
materials in social studies and in language arts but can rate the need
for materials in language arts to be a much higher priority than needs
in social studies.

Nr.cda Diffcrentlated by Hundicappinu Conditions

The large Majority of studies examined did not attempt to differentiate needs by various handicapping conditions. Although many of the
studies asked the respondents to identify the handicapping conditions
of the students with which they worked, few studies separately reported
the responses of teachers who worked with each handicapping condition.
In most cases the data were aggregated across all handicapping conditions.
This reporting strategy presents a particular problem because it can
be . demonstrated that teachers. who work with different handicapping
In the few studies
conditions have different types of materials' needs.
handicappingconditions,
it was
which did report data for different
varied
both
in
type
and
in
observed in most all cases that needs
evident
for
materials
needs
This findingN/as particularly
intensity.
formats
such
as
audio
tape
in specific content areas and particular
grade
and/or print material. Further differentiation of needs by age or
re0orted'in
the
studies
reviewed.
level of the learner was generally not

11,
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CONTENT AND FORMAL' OF INSTRUCTIONAL

pIALS

rk.v

Most existing needs assessment studiesCoi. gOted data about the
perception of needs by teachers who work wi0A'Ognts with a variety
of handicaps. However, most reportsslid/4,1separately tabulate and
present identified needs for each handietWcondition. The majority
of the studies reported data only aft-e17(a9*gating across `tea hers

working with students with any of the Se401 different kinds o
This presents a particularaflem for the reader bc)"cause
handicaps.
there is sufficient evidence to indip4WWt in the areas of content
and format of media and materials, t g ne-as vary by handicapping
That is, programs designed i 'or trainable mentally retarded
condition.
students have quite different needs'.from p ograms designed for deaf
tudents.
students or speech and langu ge VOW:

Four studies which serve asiAnd Ca*ors of the differing needs by
handicapping conditions are the Lill ,And Kelleher study, (1971) for
the Northwest Regional Special Education Instructional Materials Certer;4
the Hershey study (1973) conductedIncooperation with the Sonoma County
for Special Education in the
-Associate Instructional Materials
.

State of California; the study WOrtis, Summers, and Fulp (1974); and
the Study by Friesen, Williams,. and l3ulgarella (19§7) for the Michigan
Special Education Instructional Materials Center.

The remainder of this discuisiOn is divided into four sections:
(1) common findings, a diSalssion.pf the similar needs identified by
several reports; (2) need$ for media and materials in specific content
areas; (3) needs for media and-materials of a s ecified format such as
print, film, or audio tape; (4) needs for audio isual equipment.. Where
possible, the reported needs;,,fbr media and mate ials will be discussed
by handicapping condition,

Common PincVgn
The single content'arga:Which most frequently appeared as a high
.priority need for new,andtorrevised instructional materials was
language arts, language construction or language development. Of the
many potential content,area$, only a few frequently appeared in the
These were language arts,
heeds assessment ins' roMentS across studies.
There
does not appear.to be
social studies, sciencei:and mathematics.
a high need for materials:1n the mathematics or science areas, however,
_Lilly and Kelleher (1971)Tdid find that teachers reported great
difficulty in obtaini5Science materials for use as seat work exercises
for students. Most studies reported a low to moderate need for new and
However, one study (Lilly and
improved materials in Social studies.
Kelleher, 1971) reported,that the greatest need for materials was in
the area of social studies.

;I,'
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high needs
Overall, teachers of the handicapped have not reported
rate
needs
for
for media and naterials. When given an opportunity to
needsrelated
media and material-s- in relation to othel'leeds,st101es
andlprescription, needs for materials were rated
to student diagnosis
Grossman, 1974i; Curtis
as a much lower priority (Brickell, Wong, and
Pellant, and Burgoyne,
et al,, 1974; Hershey, 1973; Latham, 1973; Latham,
trend came
1973; Lilly and Kelleher, 1971). The one exception to this
Most
studies
which
from teachers of the trainable mentally retarded.
shoWed
evidence
reported data differentiated by handicapping condition
for media
that teachers of the trainable mentally retarded rate needs
work
with
students
and materials as more'severe than do teachers who
Evidence for this concluwith other types of handicapping conditions.
(1971), Curtis et al,
sion.was found in the studies by Lilly and Kelleher
(1974), Hershey (1973), and Friesen et al. (1967).
_

of needed
Needs,assessment studies which inquired about the format
Teachers
media and materials indicated very consistent responses.
manipulative
reported ttie greatestneeds for instructional games and
and/or
In almost every instance where instructional, games
materials.
formats
for
materials,
manipulative materials were included in the list of
level
of
heed
exists
these categories were the top ranked needs. A second
for supplementaryand individualized materials.
materials.
Teachers did not report a high need for new print
believe
that
much of the
However, there is some evidence that teachers
Overall,
teachers
tended
print material should be revised and updated.
audio
materials
are
adequate
to report that the available, filmstrips and
al., 1974; Garland,
for their use (Brickell et al., 1974i; Curtis et
1972; Williams, Johnson, Smyke, and Robinson, 1968).

education programs
Very few needs assessment studies of special
In
these
few studies,
addressed the issue of needs for equipment.
traditional
equip-,
teachers reported that they have adequate access to
and
tape
recorders.
ment, especially movi.e, slide, and overhead projectors
available
are
still
The two kinds of equipment which are generally not perceived the use of
cameras and TV equipment. Although many teachers
reported TV and/or video
a still camera as appropriate, few teachers
the classroom.
tape equipment as appropriate for use in

Content Areas,

reported needs for media
As previously noted, few studies which
identifjed
these needs with
and materials in specific content areas
Sufficient
detail
is available in
specific handicapping conditions.
teachers
who
work with
these few studies to make it apparent that
needs
for media and
students with different handicaps report different
materials.
°
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Hearing Impaired.
needs for materials for
etecause of the lack.of
they will be considered

A few studies have attempted to differentiate
the deaf from the needs of the hard of hearing.
a consistent definition for these two terms,_
jointly here.
4

1

Overall, teachers of the hearing impaired did not express.a high
In the Friesen et. al. study (1967), Michigan
.need for neW materials.
Jteachers were asked to check each content area in which "more or other"
In the traditional content areas of sdience,
,materials -were needed.
mathematics, language.ants,.and social studies, the percentage of 101
teachers who checked the respective areas. were only 54 percent, 35 perAll other areas were checked by
cent, 70 percent, and 55 percent.
20 percent or fewer teachers.. In the Lilly and Kelleher study (1971),
77 teacherS. of the deaf and ofsthe,, blind reported little difficulty in

obtaining and using materials.',qn.a scale of one to five with one
representing no difficulty and five \representing great difficulty, the
mean rating in almost all of the si2tty-five content areas was less.than
3.0 and most were less than 2.5. This rating was nearly_the same as
the ratings provided by regular classroom teachers and teachers of the
mildly handicapped, but was lower than the rating by teachers of
trainable mentally retarded students.OSimilar levels of responses.Cit
rift indicate that prOgrams
These findings
§e'found inytdther reports.
ferials
needs, but rather
for the ,h_ ing impaired have no media and
they are 0 indicator that teachers believe "othu problems, are more
severe.

for media and materials for the hearing impaired were
reported in 'the areas of reading, language arts, and social studies.
The areas of reading, and reasoning showed the greatest needs for. new
materials in a study by-Curtis et al. (1074)__ Earlier, Lilly and
Kelleher (1971) found,the need for reading materials to be moderately
Language arts was identified as a. very high need area byFriesen
high.
et al. (1067) in the-Michigan area and by Lilly and Kelleher (1971)
in the Pacific Northwest. Curtis et al. (1974) found this to be an
area of only moderate need.' Social studies materials were identified
as a first priority need by Lilly and Kelleher (1971) and second
priority by Friesen et al. .(1967).
High tied

Career awareness and vocational materials were not identified as
However,
a high need in'1967,by Michigan teachers (Friesen et al.).
in 1974, career awareness materials were identified by a nationwide
sample of teachers of the deaf.as a high priority need (Curtis et al.,,
1974).

The need for mathematics and science materials was reported as
quite low (Friesen et al., 1967; Lilly and Kelleher, 1971 Curtis et al.,
1074).

to
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Educable Mentally Retarded and Trainable Mentally Retarded. A
complex problem exists in trying to decipher the collection of needs
assessment Oldies which have identified educable mentally retarded
Some reports
and trainable mentally retarded as separate groups.
Some
reports
aggregated
educable mentally
aggregated these two groups.
retarded students with other "mild handidaps" and some studies flailed
to differentiate between the two categories. Lilly and Kelleher(1971)
'indicated that teachers of the trainable mentally retarded .identified
needs for media and materials as a much more severe problem than did
teachers of students with any other handicap. In addition,'teachers
in Sonoma County, California, identified media and materials as a more
critical need for trainable mentally retarded than for any other
handicapping area (Hershey, 1973).

Although there is some inconsistency among the studies which
reported specific data concerning the mentally retarded, the greatest
needs appear to be in the areas of mathematics and mathematics applications and in the area of social studies (Friesen et al., 1967; Lilly
and Kelleher, 1971). A third area of need is fOr materials'in the
This finding tends to verify the results obtained by Williams
sciences.
et al. (1968) in a study of the needs for special education students..
Although the data for this latter study were not separated by handicapping
conditions, the majority of teachers who responded to the investigation
worked with educable mentally retarded students.
Few studies have attempted to identify the
Visually Impaired.
media and materials needs of teachers of the visually impaired. A
study conducted in Michigan by the USOE/MSU Regional Instructional
Materials Center for Handicapped Children and Youth (1967) indicated
that fewer than 18 percent of the 93 teachers responding identified
a need for large-print materials in mathematics. Approximately the
language
same percentage identified needs for additional material in
of
the
teachers
responding
arts whereas slightly over 25 percent
identified a need fork more materials in either braille or large print
for the social studies content area. Very low percentages of the total
number of respondents identified needs in the other content areas.
HOwever, the study indicated that very few of the total-group of teachers
actually taught in some of the subject areas such as art and music. The
percentages of the total group of teachers who identified needs for
materials in art and music were nearly the same as the percentages of
teachers who indicated they taught in those areas.
Two studies reported data specifically for
Other Handicaps.
teachers of students with learning disabilities (Friesen et al., 1967;
There was little similarity in the findings
Lilly and Kelleher, 1971).
of these two reports due to the variability of the definition of
will not
learning disability. Because of this variability, the data
be summarized here.
,
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Leach (1970) studied the needs of deaf-blind students, and reported
the greatest needs to be in communication skills, sensory development,
Other
self-care, daily living skills, and-,self-concept formation.
handicapping conditions, such as emotionally disturbed, orthopedically
handicapped, and speech and language impaired, were not reported as
:
separate categories in the 'Studies reviewed for this report.

Needs Undifferentiated by Handicapping Conditions. As was discussed earlier, there'is-some evidence that teachers of the handicapped
do not view lack of appropriate media and materials as a serious problem.
Although a substantial number of teachers do not make use ofavailable
services providing the loan of specialized materials for handicapped
students, a study by Brickell et al. (1974i) in the state of Ohio
indicated there is little probability the use of such a loan service
The
would increase even if teachers became more aware of the service.
reader must remember, however, that perceived. needs are directly related
to current values and that perceived needs can be changed. Once teachers
have become accustomed to borrowing specific materials and are made more
aware of the utility of such services, they perceive a greater need for
them (Smith, 1973). Only one study was reviewed which reported teachers
perceiving an inadequate supply of materials for the handicapped (Latham
In this study, teachers in remote parts of Alaska
et al., 1973).
indicated they had inadequate supplies of materials for special students
A study by McMahon (1973) indicated that teachers in Wisconsin did not
perceive any serious problems with the quality or availability of media
and materials.
Garland (1972) summarized a survey of special education teachers
in the state of Missouri. A.similar summary was reported by Pascale
and Murray (1973) who studied the perceptions of teachers in the northBoth the Garland and Pascale and
east region of the state of Ohio.
Murray reports indicated the first priority need for new materials was
Also, combining
in the area of language arts or language development.
handicapping conditions, the report by Curtis et al. in 1974 indicated
a mild level of need in the area of language construction. An earlier
report by Williams et al. (1968) indicated reading to be an area which
required improvement in existing materials whereas the Garland (1972)
and Curtis et al. (1974) reports indicated reading to be an area of
fairly high,priority.
Career awareness and/or vocational occupational materials have not
been identified as high priority by any study which included other
Heaney (1974) attempted to identify a need for vocational
categories.
She found little existing
training programs for handicapped youth.
materials available for use in special programs. However, this study
did not attempt to prioritize the need for materials on career awareness
and vocational occupational training.tn relation to other .content areas.
The 1974 studies in Ohio by Brickell et al. also indicated that few
materials existed in the area of career awareness and vocational or

4
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occupational training. This content area was one of the few areas
where additional materials might be expected to be utilized by a
greater number of teachers.

.

The content areas of social studies present a mixed picture, The
reports by Garland (1972) and Pascale and Murray '(1973) indicatedtsocial
Williams et al. (1968) indicated
studies to be a low area of need.
social studies materials to be'a second Oiority. However, the 1971
study by Lilly and Kelleher indicated social studies,to be the first,
-priority for materials. This result was due primarily to the fact.!'
that the Lilly and Kelleher study asked teachers about their-difficulty
in obtaining and using media and materials for specific types of'eask/
areas or subject areas within each; major content area. 'Social studied
was defined very broadly and included topics.such/as union membership,
fringe benefits, job applications, sex education, state and.federai
"
government, and law.
.

The studies by Pascale and Murray (1973), urtis,et al. (1974),
and Garland (1972) all found the needs for mat emetics materials to be
Teachers' reports.of needs 6 .materials in perceptual
relatively low.
development training and/or motor training were mixed. Some repOrts
indicated high need; other reports indicated loW,need. Few teac'hers
reported needs for additional materials for teaching handicapped
students in art or music. .Similar to the mathematics area, when
aggregated across handicapping conditions, the need for science materials
Materials needs in home economics,
was reported as not.very great.
industrial education, Physical education, and foreignlanguages tended
to be rated as.low priorities.
The only high. priority need for media and materials identified
during a special 103 conference dealing with Delivery of Special
Education.Services in Ri.4ral Remote Areas was the need ormore curriculum

materials which recognized cultural differences.

Needs for .Format of Materials

Needs related to format of materials also vary by handicapping,
This conclusion should be very obvious after considering
condition.
that visually impaired students have different needs for visual materials
than do hearing impaired students.
Teachers'
Format Needs Differentiated by Handicapping Conditions.
imparied
students
varied
with
needs for media and materials for hearing
Friesen
et
al.
Earlier studies, for example, the study by
the report'.
More
recently,
(1967), identified a'high need for print materials.
Curtis et el. (1974) identified the top priority needs to be instructional games, manipulative devices, pictures, and suppleMentary materials.
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Studies which have reported needs of.mentally'retarded students
have indicated basic peeds for instructional games, manipulative
materials, and audio tapes (Friesen et.al., 1967; Curtis et al., 1974;
.Kinsaul, Dorn, and Jensen, 1973).' There are additional needs for
supplementary materials such as pictures and activities outlines.
pew

Friesen et al. (1967) indicated that learning disabled students
Curtis et al. (1974) indicated
had a high need for print materials.
needs for audio tapes, instructional games, manipulative materials,
and' pictures.

Teathers'Of the visually impaired reported a greater nee dfor
large print materials than for braille materials (USOE/MSU Regional
IRstructional Materials Center for Handicapped Children and Youth,.4.
1967).

Format of Materials Undifferentiated by Handicapping Condition.
When needs related to format of materials are aggregated across handicapping conditions, they sometimes lose their meaning because needs of
low incidence handicaps tend toibeslost. As indicated earlier, the
greatest needis for instructional games and manipulative devices
(Curtis et al., 1974; Garland, 1972; Williams et al., 1968; Brickell
et al., 1974). Although needs for supplementary materials were
identified as very high by Williams et al. (1968),.the need for supplementary materials was found to be somewhat less important in the 1972
study by Garland.
In generals teachers do not perceive a'high need for print
Questions related to the
materials, flash cards, books, or workbooks.
need for this type of material received answers indicating teachers
had sufficient print materials (Garland, 1972).

With the exception of the identification of a high need for audio
tape materials for mentally retarded students and/or students with
learning disabilities, few teachers identified a high need for audio
In general, no study
materials for other handicapping conditions.
identified the needs fpr visual materials as very great with the
exception of the study by Garland (1972) and a study by Armstrong and
In the Armstrong and Senzig study; teachers were
Senzig (1970).
asked to identify whether audiovisual materials, such as film, filmstrips, etc., were useful. Teachers responded by rating such materials
In the Garland (1972) study, teachers identified a`
as very useful.
general cttegory of audiovisual aids as a second level of prioritk..t
In this case, the need for such visual material was substantially below
the need for instructional games and manipulative devices but was
substantiJly above the need for print materials._
Few studies asked teachers to respond to Tiestions regarding high
One study asked teachers to
interest -low vocabulary materials.
identify some of the major problems related to the usefulness of print
-
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materials (Friesen et al, 1967). Many teachers indicated vocaliu.lary
levels were too high.. This would tend to indicate that low vocabulary
Materials for handicapped students who read substantially below grade /
level s ony form of needed print materials.
Although he studies by Kakalik, Brewer, Doughartp,-Fleischauer
and Genensky 1973; 1974)' indicated that; there was a substantial ne
for hearing ids, orthopedic devices, and other sensory aids for h. dicapped stud ts, these needs were seldom included on surveys oft chers
of the hand capped.

Needs forAquipment
In Oen ral, teachers -did not find availability of equip ent to be
additional
a major prolem and no study reporteda high priority need f
have
t
the
same
time,
it
should
be
noted
that
teach
equipment.
eachers
For
example,
fe
little acces to.some types of equipment.
have access to a still camera, radio equipment, or televis n equipment.
dom reported
With the exceition of availability of a camera, teachers
and
equipment
fference
between
equipment
that
is
availabl
a perceived d
In
a
1968
that is approp late or valuable for. use in the classroom
teachers
study by Williams et al., for example, 78 perc nt of th
adequate. The
responding ind cated they,percevved existing e uipment
47
percent of
Lilly.and Kell her study(1971)Andicated that although
Ovailable,
only
12,percent 4,the teachers responding did not ,have cameras
Television
equipment
was
indicated that ameras were not appropriate.
Thirty-three
percent
appropriate
equipment.
not inclUded in the list of
of the teachers reported the lack of availability of an opaque projector
but 13 percent indicated that the opaque projector was not appropriate
for their use. inly small percentages of teachers indicated otper equipFor example, 18 percent of teachers indifated
ment was not available.
that an overhead projector was not available. A study by Armstrong and
Senzig (1970) resorted the filmstrip projector and chalkboard as the
most appropriate equipment for the classroom. Tape recorders were also
perceived as ver, useful, but radio, television, and overhead projectors
An evaluation of a summer institute for
were not perceived as useful.
eaf
(Hoover,
1971)
indicated that all teachers reported
teachers of the'
sufficient acces to a variety of audiovisual equipment with the exception of television and 8mm projectors. Teachers also indicated that
they were most 1 kely to use overhead projectors and filmstrip projectors.

In general'it can be concluded from the studies reviewed that,
with the possible exception of some scattered regions throughout the
country, most teachers of tle handicapped have adequate access to
It can also belkoncludedthat such teachers db not report
equipment.
television and radio highly valuable for utilization in the classroom.
Seldom is such equipment available to teachers. Perhaps if more equipment ofIthis nature were available and were demonstrated to be of
practical utility in the classroom, teachers would report a,greater
need for'. such equipment.
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MEDIA AND MATERIALS TRAINING

Most of the available data on training needs come from the Midwest
or the Far West Regions of the United States. Because of this, the
conclusions drawn from these studies should be used cautiously.
In general, training topics related td media and materials were
rated as less important than topics such as child assessment and
diagnostic techniques, training in writing prescriptions, and, training
parentS. Of the teacher training topics that relate,to media and
materials, two were consistently.rated as high priorities. The most
important and widely mentioned of these two topics was training in the
use of insttictional materials. The second topic, not as widely
mentioned; was training in designing and adapting instructional materials.

Three formats-for training were consistently rated higher than all
It is very difficult to determine which of4these formats
others.
teachers need most. These three formats are demonstration, in -cls
consultant services, and workshops.

r

'Finally, several studies indicated certain factors whicW-affect
teachers' participation in training. Six factors were isolated from
incentives, location.of training, time, of training, size
the data:
Three important
of the group, the trainer, and notice of the tra*ntlg.
incentives were indicated by the data:' the contend of the offerings,
university credit,and'obtaining materials for use -4 the classroom.
Teachers preferred that the training take place in the local school
district either during the day or immediately after school. They
preferred that the size of the group be six to twentyzfive people, and
that the trainer be a specialist or expert in the area of training
In addition, the teachers wanted plenty of advanced notice
offered.
about the proposed training.

Training Tope
Three training topics which are not directly related to media and
materials were studied. When these topics were compared with topics
dealing with media and materials', they were \rated as greater need
The most frequently mentioned of the topics was child assessment
areas.
techniques. Training in how to assess individual students was rated
second of 15 potential instructional materials center services by 61
Heaney (1974) identispecial educators in California (Hershey, 1973).
fied a list of needs for local education agency services. Among those
identified was training in methods of diagnosing and assessing skills
Brickell et al. (1974) conducted 16 regional
of handicapped students.
needs assessment studies in the state of Ohio. In seven of the eight
reports reviewed for this section, training in child assessment techniques was rated as One of the highest priority topics for future
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training (1974a; 1974b; 974c; 1974d; 1974e; 1974g; 1974h). In another,
Ohio study, teacher';' from the Akron, Kent, and Youngstown area also
rated this as a high priority need (Pascale and Murray, 1.973). The
Brickell et al: reports mentioned two other high need training topics:
training in writing prescriptions and training_ parents to help their
handicapped children. Both of these topics were identified as high
It
priority needs in seven of the eight regibnal reports reviewed.
(1974i)
found
that
training
in
should be noted that Bricktll et al.
media and materials was a ,low priority for teachers in general. This
reviewed.
eras_ true far ail of the Brickellneports
Concerning media and materials, the topic identified most often
as a top priority need was training in the use of instructional materials.
Tea4hers in Harney County; Or'egon, identified this as a high priority
County,.
'(Martineau, 1973). As a result of a survey of teachers in Union
recommended
periodic
workshops
in
the.
Oregon, Reliant and Latham (1973)
A survey of-40 special education
use of instructional materials.
,teachers on Guam identified training in the use of instructional materials
In southern Connecticut, training that
as important (Latham, 1973).
provides good knOWledge about material's was assigned priority,number
twelve out of 75 items by 52 beginning special education teachers
materials as an
(Weinthaler, 1973). This same Study identifieduse of
(1968)
reported
that
48 'percent
important competency: Williams et al._
exhibition
of
materials
at
local
schools.
of 51301 teachers desired more
84
percent
of
the
124
teachers
in
Garland (1972) reported that over
desired
workshops
and
consultant
Missouri who responded to their survey
In the Northwegt region of
rservices in using instructional materials.
also
desired
training in the use of
the United States, 831 teachers
activities
(Lilly and Kelleher,-1971).
newpmaterials and types of student
Foniy-five teachers in Wisconsin made training in the use of nevi
materials and methods a first priority topic (Smith, 1973).. Finally,
the Northwest Regional SEIMC (1973) reported that the best attended
1
workshops in Northern Idaho were those dealing with the utilization of
materials and classroom demonstrations of materials.

Training in finding instructional materials is another
'important topic.. Lilly and Kelleher (1971) identified three important
Over 76 percentFinding materials was one of these.
training topics.
training
either by
c4 124 teachers in Missouri (Garland, 1972) wanted
workshops or by consultant services in how to buy instructional materials.
In this study4 buying included ways of locating materials. In 1968,
48 percent of)588 teachers who responded to a survey conducted in
ArizQT, Califbrnia, Nevada, and Wisconsin desired orientations to the
locati6n and availability of instructional materials (Williams et al.;
Finally, of 75 identified training needs, 52 beginning special
1968).
education teachers ranked the need for training in locating and obtaining
information alputbiaterials as thirteeith (Weinthaler, 1973).
%,t,

A number of studies have reported the high priority nature of
training in adapting and designing instructional materials for classroom
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Weinthaler (1973) reported that training in improving and/or
use.
making materials was ranked twenty-second of 75 identified needs. .In
addition, she reported that modification of materials and development
of materials were two of five items that make up fairly high priority
In 1973, the first priority
needed comp tencies in media and materials.
training n ed for teachers in Sonoma County, California, was learning
to design a d prepare appropriate instrutitnal materials (Hershey,
(1973) reported that the special education teachers on
Lath
1973)..
Guam wanted more training in the production of media and materials.
The highest priority of teachers in the Akron, Kent, and Youngstown
area ofOhio was training-iRthe design of assessment techniques and
the design of instructional techniques, including materials (Pascale
and Murray, 1973).
In addition to these three basic topics, a number of other training
topics in'rnedia and materials were mentioned by one. or more studies as
fairly high on the priority fist. Weinthaler (1973) reported that
teachers in southern Connectitut ranked training in, what materials. to
order as seventh out of 75. Training to familiarize teachers with a
broad range of instructional materials was.a high priority of teachers

inthe Northwest region of the United States (LillrAnd-Kelleher, 1971).
'Training in the use of audiovisual equipment was reported as a
high.prior.ity neecby two studies. %Garland (1972) found that 74percent
44 the 124 teacherS surveyed in Missouri desired consultant services
In a study by McMahon
'ar.10 74 percent desired workshops on this tops.
11073), one of three high priority training Topics was training in the
Hoover (1972) found that teachers felt
use of audiovisual equipment.
there was a very low probability that training indthe use of instruc-,
tional TV and its related equipment would be useft1; teachers reported
that they did not have the,necesggry equipment available to them.

Traininq Pormutn

There are three formats for training which teachers found to be
in-class consultant services, workshops, and
.highly desirable:
Martineau
(1973) reported that teachers in Harney
demonstrations.
County, Oregon, preferred in-class assistance over workshops, Teachers
in Alaska stated that in-class assistance was highly desirable, but
these teachers did not have in-class assistance available to, em
There, heathers
The same was true for Guam.
(Latham et al., 1,273).
placed a high vale on in-class assistance (Latham, 1973). Consultation and visits from instructional materials teachers was the second
pri&ity training format fms,teachers in Wisunsin (Smith, 1973). She
also reported that the existing service of the instructional materials
McMahon (1973)
teachers was highly praised by those responding.
reported that 70 percent of the principals in the Milwaukee area said
the consultation was helpful. McMahon also reported that of 308 teachers
,
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who had worked with an instructional materials teacher, 87 percentvOid'
In.Union County, Oregon,.39 percent f
the service provided was good.
in-class
assistance with using materfaIt.,,
the responding teachers wanted
teachersdesired.in-class assistanceN'
and 77 percent of the responding
child
(Pellant
and
Latham, 1973). More than
with the "hard to teach"
teachers
in
Missouri
desired' some form of
72 percent of the responding
consultant services related to media and. materials (Garland, 1972).
Teachers' desires for workshops were'mixed, ranging:from very
workshops
desirable to moderatelyAdesirable. Teachers in 81aska rated'
In
(Latham
et
a1.u1-973).
as'a highly desirable training format
local
(1973)
recommended
workshops
tokthe
addition, Pellant and Latham
Oregon,
basedon
the
Instructional Materials.Center, in 'Union County,
that 39
data collected from,teachers in that area.-.The study showed
workshops
on
teaching
the
"hard
to teach"
percent of the teachers wanted
Northwest
Regional
SpeciahEducation
In northern Idaho, the
child.
among
Instructional Materials.Centev (1.973) found similar feelings
responding
to
the
survey
Forty-two percent of the-teachers
teachers.
fnservice
training
by Williams et alti (1968) identified workshops And
Thirtycenters.
as an.important functiog of instructional materials
materials
*three percent of these teachers desired the instructignal
Smith (1973) found that
centers to offer more seminars and workshops.
regular-insgrvioe
for
all special education
teacheri in Wisconsin rated
service
proviAd
by
an instructional
teachers as. the third priority
small
group inservice
In addition, she found that
materials center.
districts
ranked
fifth..
The Syracuse
training for individual school
(1970)
Instructional
Materials
Center
.Associate Special Education
York, area
from
the
Syracuse,
New
reported that of 119 respondents
desir'd workshlips
31 desired workshopson curriculum development, 53
teacher- group'
on subject matter content, and 45 desired workshops on
studies
agreed
Finally, the 1974 Brickell.et al.
problem solving.
the
most
desired
training
that workshops and demonstrations were
formats for teachers in Ohio.

v

Demonstrations were the most desired training format for teachers
(Pascale and Murray.,
in the Kent, Akron, and Youngstown region of Ohio
Materials
Special
Education
Instructional
The Syracuse Associate
1973).
Syracuse,
New
Center (1970) reported that 75 of 119 teachers in the
Fifty-four
a
form
of
training.
York, area desired demonstratiqns as
and Wisconsin
percent of the teachers in Arizona, California, Nevada,
functions ofof
the
most
important
identified dem nstrations as one
In
n 1 materials centers (Williams et al., 1968).
the inst
sample
of
teachers
desired
more
addition, 48 percent of this same
Latham
exhibitions of materials at local schools. Finally, Pellant and
local
demonstrations
be
available
at
(1973) recommended more materials
schools in Union County, Oregon.
'

t

u

liked, but
A number of other forms of training are acceptable and
teacher-to-teacher
These
training
formats
are:
are not hig fly desired.
trips, work sessions with
help sessio , self-instruCtional materials,
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',.children, discussions and rap sessions (Syracuse Associate Spechal
'Education Instructional Materials Center, 1970; Brickell et al., 1974;
Patcale and Murray, 1973).
In the Syracuse,
Lectures are least desired as a training format.
New York,.area only 18 of 119 teachers desired guest lecturers (Syracuse
Associate Special Education Instructional Materials Center, 1970),
arickell et al. (1974i) found that lectures werethe least valued
training format. withoUt exception. ,In the Akron, Kent, and Youngstown
region of Ohio lectures were rated low, along with reaction panels,,
round tables and regional conferences (Pascale andilMukra, 1973).

F'ac'tor a Influencing Participation

Six factors influencing teacher participation in training were
These factors were potential influghces on the teachers.'
A1tho6gh these factors may not
decisions to participate in training.
be seen as needs per Se, they are preseAted in this "review because
they can be useful to those-who plan and carry out training sessions
In addition, certain individual needs
for special education teachers'
,of the teachers are implied by this,data.
isolated.

The first fadtor is
i
that of incentives. 'Brickell et al. (1974)
.systematically collected data on incentives in dch.of the 16 Ohio
regions. Teachers in All f.-egions rated the content of the proposed
training as the-most important of six incentives examined. University
credit and receiving clocsroom materials were also highly rated in a
ReimburSement*of expenses was consistently rated
number of regions.
Pascale and Murray (1973) also reported on teachers'
as low priority.
They reported.that 40 percent of 75 teachers
reactions to reimbursement.
indicated it would have no effect on whether they participated or not;
32 percent of the teachers indicated they would choose the offerings
more carefully if there was no reimbursement; 17 percent of the teachers
indicated they would attend fewer of the offerings if no reimbursement
was forthcoming; and 8 percent of the teachers indicated they would not
Finally, Brickell et al, (1 74)
attend unless they were reimbursed.
reported that salary credits and a certificate of completion we e of
little importance to the teachers surveyed.
Another factor of interest is the location of the proposed training.
In most Ohio regions Brickell et al. (1974) found that teachers
preferred training to be held at a location in the local school district.
The second choice of the teacher's was the local materials centers, with
Pascale and Murray (1973)
:31a university campus being a third choice.
repOrtedtpat the teachers preferred the local materials center, with
the uniVersqy campus a close second. The latter survey did not ask
It is clear that teachers
about trahing in the local school district.
wanted to keep travel at a minimum.
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Tiipe of training is another factor that sowed up in some.of the
The Brickell et al. reports (1974) fOund that the best
reports.

training time was Airing school or after school,`,' McMahon (1973) stated
4at teachers prefefTed to be released from schoql for inservice, since
.night meetings cause many conflicts. TeacherOp the Akron, Kent, and
Youngst6wn region of Ohio preferred training eitber before school'begins
in the fall or on Saturdays (Pascale and Murray;
.

One report commented on the ideal size of the trainingAroup.
(Pascale and Murray, 1:973). General consensus of the 75 teachers
surveyed put the optimal size between six and 25 people.
Another factor mentioned briefly in the reports was notice of the
desired better or
offerings. McMahon (1973) pointed out that teachers
Fifty-three
percent of the
more advanced notice of inservice meetings.
California,
Nevada,
and
Wisconsin did
588 teachers surveyed in Arizona,
Instructional
Materials
Centers'
not hear about the Special Education
teachers
In
addition,.
45
percent
of
these
same
field demonstrations*,
by
the
Special
Education
Instrucdid not hear about the workshops offered
al.,
1968).
tional Materials Centers (Williams et
,The final factor mentioned in the studies was the people responsible
agreed that
for carrying out the training. Most of the teachers in Ohio
specialist
or
expert
in
the
area being
they preferred the trainer to bea
In
1974c;
1`974d;
1974e;
1974f).
offered (Brickell-et al., 1974a; 1974b;
university
desired
a
team
of
specialists
and
one region, teachers
professors, and in another region, teachers desired a team of specialists
and materials center personnel (Brickell etal., 1974g; 1974h).
o
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INFORMATION ON INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

The types of'information used by.special educators in selecting
instructional maerials is a topic which has been largely ignored by
researchers and,Oractitioners alike. The use of evaluative information
Teacher nterest in evaluais the one-area which has been explored.
tive informatiomhas been shown to be quite low, althOugh expedmental
evidence indicates that its use can increase student performance. A
systematic study of the types of information sought and used by edudators
would be tremendously useful in designing information systems of maximal
use to educators.

The available sources of infoTation on instructional materials are
many and varied, . The location of the source,is an important variable;
local sources are most often sought and used by special educators.
Instructional Materials centers have been an effective source for
materials information; they have shown a very positive impact on teachers'
Instructional materials center
kildwledge of instructional materials.
infbrmation
on instructional
newsletters (Oen serve as sources of
read
newsletters may be
materials; the primary reason special educators
Catalogs,
while not
materials.
to gain intorOtion on instructional
The
most
promising
source
of
widely availare, are in great demand.
the
interest
in
information appears to be information retrieval systems;
this servicejar exceeds all others.
.

Typen of Information

\
The availability, desirability, and usage of various types of
materials
is
a
topic
which
information in the selection of instructional
has received very little attention in the literature of special education.
No data could be found regarding-the use of bibliographic information,
information on the format, or information on the instructional characterData are available on only one type of information- istics of materials.
evaluative information.
The evidence which has been examined indicates that special educators
have little interest in receiving evaluative information abut materials.
At the same time,. experimental evidence indicates that teachers' knowledge of evaluative information can have-a positive effect on student
success in using instructional materials.
Evaluative information on media and materials has been provided to
teachers of handicapped-students primarily through the intrastate
associate instructional materials centers. A national survey of 134 of
the approximately 283 centers in operation in the fall of 1971 indicated
that 71 percent of the centers provided services related to the evaluation Of materials and equipment (McMahon, 1973). A more recent survey
of 32 of the, 54 associate centerAjp the'Great Lakes region indicated
that 91 percent of the centers provfaWmaterials evaluation (Great
Lakes Region Special Education Instructional MaferfalsCenter, 1974).
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While evaluation services appear to be widely available, the usage
The Cause of
and desirability of these services appear to be verylow.
Evidence from a statewide survey
this lack of interest is not clear.
of 695 special educators irl Ohio (Brickell et al., 1974i) showed clearly
that "s ecial educators are not interested ln getting help from their
Instruc ional Resource Centers in evaluating materials (p. 28)." In fact,
of all ( he service areas explored in this study, evaluation of materials
by either center staff or by special educators aroused the lowest response
both in terms of present use and interest in future use.
Other evidence indicates some degree of interest in evaluatiy
and, '
information. 'A survey of 125 special educators in Missouri (G.
um Ihe
1972) showed that 72 percent indicated a need for feedback
ercent indicated
In addition, 61
evaluation of instructional materials.
onal
materials.
in
evaluating
instr
a need for consultant services
(Hershey,
y,
California
Com
Positive reaction was also apparept in' Sonoma
ion
services
fourth
out
413) where 61 special educators ranked oval
is
service
was
ranked
of 15 for appropriateness.and usefulness
Clearly, evaluation
ionals.
eleventh out of 15 bX 55. related prof
'eachers
than
by other related
servkces are more highly valued
A
desire
for
better evaluation of
professionals in special educa
sonnel
from
the
Texas
ass6ciate centers
materials was expressed by
of Texas (McLaughlin,
e
SEIMC
at
the
University
who use the services of
This
may
indicate
that
these centers are
71).
Hinojosa, and Trlica
or
this
type
of
information.
receiving reques
.

tion still remains, if evaluative,information were available
The q
and use --(would it actually make a difference in the classroom? One
evidence exists which suggests that it can and does. Bogatz
bit
1) compared the effect of teacher knowledge of positive, negative,
or no evaluative information on student performance with two instructional,
materials, one of which was programmed. -Teachers of 24 educable mentally
retarded classes used both materials with their students for 24 days, a
minimumof 30 minutes a day. Student pe?formance on pre and post tests
With orie material, performance was better for the
were compared.
teachers who had seen the positive evaluation than for those who had seen
the negative evaluation or no evaluatton at all. With the programmed
material, however, no differences were sound. Bogatz suggested that this
may be due to the fact that the child walks independently of the teacher.
with this type of material and therefore the teacher has less influence
on the child's performance. The study clears indicates that evaluative
information can be a powerful tool and there oce deserves careful development and dissemination.

Sources o

Information

rsources of information on media and materials are most often
d used by special educators. A survey of 588 teachers in
t
sou
1968) showed
Wis onsin, Arizona, Nevada, and California (Williams et al.,
Loc
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clearly that local, sourceswere both preferred and used to a greater
extent than other available sources.1L,Local instructional materials
centers were used by 61 percent of the respondents. University facilities.
and the regional Special Education Instructional Materials Centers were
used by about half the respondents, while ERIC'and Regional Laboratories
were used by only about 10 percent of the respondents. These teachers
were also asked to indicate the most important sources of information on
Conversations with other teachers, talks
special education materials.
at special education teachers meetings, and local workshops and demonstaPublished sources such as
tions were the most important sources listed:
It is
newsletters, journals, and catalogs were not rated As highly.
clear that teachers value local sources of information more highly and
use them more frequently than any other sources of information on media 4
and materials.
What role have the instructional
Instructional Materials Centers.
materials centers played in providing inforwtion on instructional materials to special educators? Consultation abOgt instructional materials
has been one of.the primary responsibilities of the instructional materials centers. A national survey of 134 of the 283 instructional materials
centers in operation in 101 showed that 84 percent of the centers
provided consultation on materials *Mahon, 1973). These services have
taken a variety of forms including providing publications, individual
consultation, materials training, mailing informaticin, providing profes
While some services
sional literature, bibliographies, catalogs, etc.
are used more extensively than others, it is clear that information
services of these types are widely used by special educators.

A survey of 695 Ohio special educaybrs (Bricketl et 01:, 1974i)
explored the use and potential growthia 34 instructional materials
centerei-vices, nine of which were related to information services.
Listed in order of potential growth these services-were:
A.

a computer terminal at the school to get educatuonal
prescriptions far individual children;

B.

a computer or a computer terminal at the school to
access information about materials and services;

C.

looking at materials at the Center;

D.

E.

publications such as Instructional Resource Center
,newsletters, bulletins, evaluatibn reports, zatalogs;
consulting with Center staff about selecting and
using instructional materials;

F. ,individual consultation in sUaAreas as the use
of Instructional Resource Center materials and services.;
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G.

mail delivery of information about materials and
services;

H.

getting copies of evaluations of materials by
,classroom teachers;

I.

getting the Center-to review materials before
purchase by the, school district.

The computer services, A and-13 above, were of particular interest to the
teachers surveyed even thoughthese services were not available at the
time.- Services C through,G were used extensively by those surveyed, who
apparently were satisfied with-the level of service and required no
further growth. The evaluation services, H and I above, were available
but were used very little with no interest in any further development of
these services.

How effective have the instructional materials centers been in
providing 'information services? Smith (1973) evaluated the impact of
the instructional materials centers by comparing the knowledge and
perceptions of teachers of the mentally retarded in three-Wisconsin- 4
regions--one where ari instructional materials center had been in operation for two and one-half years, another with an instructional materials
center in operation one-half year, and a third with no instructional
Her results clearly indicated that teachers'
materials center.
familiarity and knowledge of specific materials was,-directly. related to
center had been in operathe length of time the instructional
The
instructional
materials
centers
were
having a very positive
tion.
One
interesting
result
was that teachers
impact on teacher knoWledge.
in areas with no instructional materials center'Were most interested
in services related to receiving information about new materials, whereas,
.

.

those teachers in the two areas with an instructionalmaterials center
had shifted their interest to receiving inservice training and consultation services.
Publications of instructional materials centers,
Publications.
both regional and intrastate, are a primary communication link with
special educators and are one way of distributing infprmation about
media and materials. A survey of 588 special educators in Wisconsin,
Arizona, Nevada, and California (Williams et al., 1968) showed that
more than 80 percent were receiving the publications of their regional.
Special Education Instructional Materials Center and nearly 60 percent
found these publications of definite value to them in the classroom.

The publications distributed by instructional materials centers
newsletters and catalogs. A national
appear to take two primary forms:
survey of 134 instructional materials centers (McMahon, 1973) found that
49 percent of the centers published a newsletter', Within the Great
Lakes region, newsletters are published by 27 of 32 centers surveyed
(Great Lakes Region Special Education InStructional Materials Center, 1g74).
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In addition, special-educators felt that they needed a newsletter to
Fifty -five percent of 125 special educators in Missouri
keep informed'.
indicated that they felt a need for a newsletter (Garland, 1972).
There is also evidence' to indicate that the primary reason special
educators read newsletters is to gain information on instructional
materials. A' survey of 1122 educators who read the newsletter of the
Northwest Regional Special Education Instructional Materials Center
(1974) asked readers to check those items which they found valuable.
"Teacher innovations" was checked by 78 percent, "Information on new
classroom materials" was checked by 78 percent, and "Listing of inexpenThese three items were
sive materials" was checked by 70 percent.
checked more often than any others.

There is very little information available to indicate how many
instructional materials centers publish a catalog of instructional
In the Great LakA4re9ion, only six of 32 instructional
materials.
materials centers surveyed proyfded catalogs of their holdings (Great
Lakes Region Special Education Instructional Materials Center, 1974).
If this is an indication of the number'available across the nation,
then very few are available. There is some indication that the availability of more catalogs would -increase the usage of the instructional
The lack of a printed catalog was the most serious
materials centers.
deterrent to the use of the Syracuse Instructional Materials Center
according to 74 percent of a ample of 119 special educators in the
area (Syracuse Associate Special Education Instructional Materials
Center, 1970). The need for an annotated list of available materials
was also mentioned by teachers in Union County, Oregon (Pellant andLatham, 1973). In Missouri, 83 percent of 125 special educators
indicated a need for a catalog of instructional and4professional
Catalogs obviously are necessary items
materials (Garland, 1972).
for instructional materials centers in the business of providing information on instructional media and materials.
Information Retrieval Systems. The use of computerized information retrieval systems is increasing in the field of special education.
Available data indicate that this service has tremendous potential for
the University of
future growth. The Information Retrieval System
Texas Special Education Instructional Materials Center was one of the
first'to be developed. The operating system receives as many as 1000
requests for information each month at an average total cost of $1.50
per retrieval (University of Texas Special Education Instructional
A majority of users surveyed in 1972 indicated
Materials Center, 1972).
-a congruence between what they requested and what they received. The
(No data on average processing
turnaround time was judged satisfactory.
The
most
frequent
criticism
by teachers was lack
time was reported.)
of availability of materials listed in the computer printout. A
related negative factor, the quantity and quality of the materials in
the system, was cited by the personnel in Texas associate centers
The most important positive factor cited
(McLaughlin et al., 1971).
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was the time saved. Most believed that teachers would make use of the
system, but only if they were educated to the services offered and the
procedures for receiving the services.

The great potential for use of computer services is illustrated by
the overwhelming favorable response of 695 Ohio special educators to
the following services.(Brickell et al., 1974i):.
A.

a computer terminal at the school to get education
prescriptions for individual children;

. -a computer or a Computer terminal at the school,to

access inforMation about materials and services.
and
Of 34 services, A was ranked first in order of growth potential
this entire
"The
most
remarkable
single
finding
of
was ranked fourth.
study is perhaps the fact that special, educators in all 16 [Ohio] regions
chose a computer terminal at the school as a most-wanted service,-despite
today
the fact that in none of the 16 regions does such a service exist
r.
(p. 24)."

It is clear that computerized informatibn retrieval systems are'
perceived as a valuable source of information about media and materials
in'special education and can be expected to increase-in value as they
become available to more and more educators who desire them.
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DELIVERY OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

If materials are to be used by teachers, those teachers must have
access to materials whether the materials are stored in the classroom,
the school building, the school district, in the associate center, a
state depository, a multi-state regional depository or national depository.
Teachers, when asked, indicated that they preferred materials to
be located close to them for convenient access (Brickell et al., 1974i;
Williams et al., 1968). Teachers think that materials which they use
on a sustained basis should be available in the classroom. Materials
needed on a regular basis which could be shared with other teachers
should be housed. either in the building or a district office.
In the
studies cited below, some teachers perceived that it was useful to have
material's stored in more remote locations, but this usually meant an
intrastate center located such that the teacher could drive there or
call there easily.
It is risky to provide generalizations from the diverse reports
cited since they were done on the basis of different methodologies,
asked different questions, and received their responses in different
forms.
The relative lack of information may indicate either that
teachers
uninterested in'the delivery of instructional
materials
aterials to h eir schools from some local or regional center orthat
they simply have not considered the opportunity. One piece of evidence
(Williams et al., 1968) suggests that many teachers are able to purchase
most of the materials they need.
This may be especially true in cases
where audiovisual materials requiring specialized equipment are concerned.
This follows because it would be very difficult for a regional center
to mail or deliver the specialized equipment for using the materials
without loss of and/or damage to the equipMent in transit.
Either a'
special delivery service would be necessary or such materials would
have to be demonstrated at some central location. Then, if sufficient
interest existed, the equipment and materials would have to be purchased
locally.

There is evidence that patrons who live or work close to a regional
center will borrow materials from the center more regularly (Northwest
Regional Special Education Instructional Materials Center, 1974).
This typically means that students in programs at universities with
instructional materials centers make the heaviest use of these collecThis use is not identified as to whether it is used in a
tions.
classroom with the handicapped learners or used by a university student
in a trainiing course.

Teachers expres'sed concerns about length of the loan period, the
length of time materials were in transit, and the possibility of
reserving materials: This might suggest that teachers want materials
at critical junctures in their teaching. The Materials are less
valuable if they arrive late or at some inappropriate time during the
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school year. This would also suggest that the lending of materials/for
general use in the classroom is not likely to be particularly effective.

Going beyond the studies cited, it would seem lOgical that materials
which are to be extensively used by teachers in classrooms should be
stored in the classroom itself and only those materiais which would
Even Materials used
receive occasional use should be housed elsewhere.
occasionally will be used more regularly and perhaps more appropriately
if they are located within a very short distance.from the point of use.

Location of Materials

Studies on teaching behavior (Gage, 1959; Travers, 1973) have
shown that teachers-tend to use materials which are immediately available in their environment and make decisions among familiar strategies.
Therefore it seems likely that, unless instructional media and materials,
are known intimately by the teachers and unless they are either present
in the teacher's immediate environment or conveniently accessible to
the teacher, materials will not be used.

Delivery Services Desired
In a study of the Syracuse
Loan of Materials Checked Out in Person.
Materials
Center (1970),
Associate Special Education Instructional
special
education teachers.
deterrents to utilization were ranked by 119
insufficient
loan
period,
personal time
The tack of a printed catalog,
and
travelling
distance were
problems of the teacher, parking problems,
In
the
Brickell
et al.
utilization.
the five most serious.deterrents to
Centers,
it
was
sug(1974) studies of the Ohio Instructional Resource
gested that the loan of materials checked out in person was of high
present use and low potential for the future. The need to browse in a
collection was mentioned a.p a very low priority or as an afterthought.
In the survey by the Sonoma
Doan of Materials Ordered by Mail.
Center
(Hershey, 1973), 114
County Associate Instructional Materials.
distribution
of materials ,fourth
special education teachers ranked the
patrons in
In
the
Brickell
et
al.
(1974)
studies,
of 63 services.
materials.
Ohio
made
use
of
mail
delivery
of
many of the regions in
little
potential
for
However, Brickell et al. concluded there was
levels.
expanding this service beyond existing

Chastaih, in a study of the University of Kansas Instructional
Materials Center (1969), found that few teachers were concerned about
the time that it took for materials to be transported in the mails.
There was high use of the collection earlier in the year and the number
of requests decreased as the school year progressed.

f

-or
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Brickell et al. (19741)
Loan. of Materials Ordered by Telephone.
reported that telephone requests and messenger delivery of materials
was by far the most preferred combination of methods-for making requests
and receiving materials.,

K.

In Latham's analysis of
Mailing Ordered Materials to the School.
the Guam Special Education Instructional Materials Center (1973) and
Smith's analysis of Wisconsin Associate Special Education Instructional
'Materials Centers (1973), it was mentioned that materials should be
It is
delivered directly to the school rather than to a local center.
presumed that mailing would enable this direct delivery of materials.

Mobile Materials Library Service. Mobile service to teachers was
provided by the Inland Empire Special Education Instructional Materials
Center at the University of Idaho (Northwest kegional Special. Education
Instructional Materials Center, 1973). There is no direct evidence of
the effectiveness or the need for such a service.
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AUTHORS' NOTE
.

-

While it is not possible to state definitive conclusions based
on the studies reviewed, this summary should provide a starting point
for further investigation of the needs for media and materials for
the handicapped. This is the first time that a summary of this type
Since many of the studies reviewed are unpublished
has been attempted.
fugitive documents, this summary should provide information to the
field which has been previously unavailable in any compiled format.
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